Recent Trends in Milk Processing-A Short Review
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Abstract

Nutritious milk needs to be processed soon after milking to increase its shelf life and make it safe for human consumption. One major factor responsible for milk spoilage is microbial contamination. Freshly drawn milk contains some internal anti-microbial defense mechanism, but for longer storage, some other external anti-microbial preservation steps need to be initiated to arrest or decontaminate the microbial growth. Different methods of preservation had been discussed in this review paper, from naturally occurring defense mechanism to thermal and even non-thermal processing methods. This paper aims to provide a short review on conventional milk processing and recent advancements in terms of non-thermal processing.
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Introduction

Milk can be defined as the fresh lacteal secretion, obtained by complete milking of healthy cow or other milch animal. During milking of milch animals, the milk is all most in sterile state but as milk comes in contact to open atmosphere, chances of microbial and foreign particles contamination increases. Major changes taking place in milk after milking are caused by microbial activities, i.e. changes in flavour, taste and even in appearance [1-3].

Beside the nutritional content of milk, various other reasons are responsible as well, which favors microbial growths, i.e. high moisture content (more than 80% moisture), pH (6.6-6.8), surrounding temperature etc [2,4]. Raw milk spoilage may be prevented by subjecting milk to specific treatments. Number of publications in the form of books, reviews and research articles are available on this topic [1,2,5-8], but this manuscript targets to provide a compressed and brief review to the readers both from technical and non-technical domain to get scientific understanding about conventional milk processing and recent processing trends.

Natural anti-Microbial Mechanism

Freshly drawn raw milk has its own anti-microbial defence mechanism i.e. lactoferrin, lactoperoxidase, lysozyme, and possibly N-acetyl-ß-D-glucosaminidase (NAGase) [9]. But this anti-microbial defence mechanism of milk is temporary, which with time gets weaker, making milk prone to microbial spoilages.

Thermal operations and limitations

Conventionally milk processing is done by heating of the milk to certain temperature for fixed duration of time, which causes significant reduction in microbial population. Various levels of thermal treatments are practiced for processing milk based on the thermal harshness of treatments, i.e. thermization, pasteurization, and sterilization [1,2]. Thermal processing has been widely adopted as the treated product is recognized safe for consumption with longer storage life. But with advancement of understanding, particularly in the domain “Dairy Science”, some undesirable changes were reported during heating of milk, such as, browning, development of a cooked flavor, loss of nutrients, inactivation of bacterial inhibitors and impairment of rennet ability etc., [1]. Therefore the need of non-thermal processing was realized and its practical applicability in milk processing was considered as an alternative to conventional heat treatment.

Non-thermal processing of milk

The term non-thermal processing is a novel concept of processing which is not only limited to milk but also to other food products. Non-thermal food processing targets elimination of microorganisms or any other biological entities without causing significant rise in temperature, which prevents chain of undesirable reactions in foods. Some widely acceptable non-thermal processes and their applications in milk processing are discussed in brief.

High pressure processing (HPP): HPP is the method of deactivating microorganisms by the application of high pressure, which was utilized by Hite for milk preservation. Generally HPP for food processing refers to the application of pressure range between 100 and 1200 Megapascal (MPa) [10,11]. HPP technology can be successfully applied to milk processing for microbial...
deactivation without causing significant changes in quality. Under higher pressure, microbial cellular membranes suffer irreversible damage due to changes in membrane protein and others, causing microbial inactivation [12]. Recent findings have shown light on the applicability of HPP to modify the functional properties of milk and pressure induced molecular changes were reported [13,14].

**Pulsed electric field (PEF):** This non thermal method of processing involves flowing of short pulses of high electric field through fluid or semi-fluid foods, which causes break down of microbial cell membrane, causing cell rupture and eventual microbial cell death [15]. Milk being a fluid food, is a good product eligible for PEF treatment. Bondicho et al. [16] reported occurrence of fewer undesirable changes in milk properties, undergoing PEF treatment, with reduction of bacterial load present in milk. Effects of PEF treatment was found to increase with increase in treatment temperature [17]. Sharma et al. [18] reported microbial stability of PEF treated milk similar to thermally treated pasteurized milk, but without any thermal induced damages.

**Microfiltration (MF):** The MF may be used to reduce the microbial load in liquid milk and increase the shelf life without any changes in its composition and sensorial qualities [19]. Using modified membrane structures, microbial load can be reduced significantly without affecting the milk composition [20]. A study was conducted by García & Rodríguez [21], where process was developed for extended shelf life (ESL) of milk for 33 days, using a combination of microfiltration and thermal treatment. There is least change in the main composition of the ESL milk compared to raw untreated milk. For microfiltration processing, low fat milk is more preferred, though slight change in protein, calcium and lactose was observed after the treatment [20].

**Ultraviolet light (UV):** The UV light radiation used for food processing has wavelength varying from 100 to 400 nm. Raw milk has UV radiation absorption coefficient of 290cm⁻¹ at 253.7nm wave length of UV radiation. Due to the photosensitive nature of milk, UV light radiation tends to have negative impact on milk [22]. However, Krishnamurthy et al. [23] reported pulsed UV light’s potential in inactivation of pathogenic microorganisms present in milk showing complete inactivation of Staphylococcus aureus, a milk pathogen. Altic et al. [24] reported the breaking of *M. avium subsp. paratuberculosis* cell clumps present in milk while passing the milk through UV chamber. Short wavelength UV light may be utilized for Vitamin D synthesis. Some sensory and nutritional changes were reported by Matak et al. [25].

**Cold plasma:** This is an emerging technology, which was earlier used in the field of bio-medical devices, textiles and water sterilization. Recently this cold plasma technology is finding its applicability in food preservation due to its capacity of decontaminating microorganisms. Plasma is defined as 4th stage of matter, which is in electrically charged or ionised form, but without any fixed shape or volume [26-28]. Korachi et al. [29] reported that cold plasma was suitable to inactivate milk from *E. coli*, but changes in biochemical composition was observed during the study, i.e. changes in aldehyde composition were reported.

## Conclusion

Non thermal methods of processing of milk and foods are smarter alternatives of conventional thermal processing. However, there are some limitations associated with these non thermal processes, which sometimes prove to be inadequate to affect a desired level of microbial inactivation. This calls for the need of resorting to, what may be termed as a hybrid technology, combining more than one method of non-thermal processing and sometime even coupling these with mild heat treatment to increase the efficiency of processing.

Cost is another major drawback, since these technologies are still in growth phase and it would require further development for commercial adoptability of the technology which would eventually reduce the cost of the machineries rendering them affordable as well as economical. Lack of awareness as well as apprehensions among the consumers in adopting the newly developed processed food would be a challenge for the entrepreneurs and regular processors to market their products in competition to the conventionally processed regular products. Beside this, consumer’s safety approval by competitive agencies would be another challenge to be faced in the open market.
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